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Discover View, NCC Group's new
enhanced secure depositing portal
Every software supplier or software end user that we work with is ultimately
protecting its business, enhancing its resilience and ensuring long term
availability of software through the regular deposit of the code or materials
that are required to access, or rebuild and restore business critical
applications.
Along with verification, regular deposits are key to ensuring that our software
resilience services deliver maximum value to our customers so we’ve
invested in our new enhanced online deposit management portal, View to

ensure that the entire source code and material deposit management process
is as simple, secure and streamlined as possible for our customers.

Features include; automated and scheduled depositing functionality, ondemand access and 24/7 visibility and with 24/7 monitoring by our security
operations centre (SOC), customers can experience the highest level of
assurance in the security of their deposits.
Simon Fieldhouse, global managing director, Software Resilience at NCC
Group comments: “The launch of View is just the beginning of a series of
future product releases and service enhancements as we look to help our
customers improve resilience as the technology landscape continues to
evolve.
We are focused on ensuring that we keep on delivering maximum value to
our customers so they can adopt, innovate and manage new and existing
technology with confidence.”
Available initially to our UK customers only, View will be rolled out across all
regions over the coming months.

About NCC Group
NCC Group exists to make the world safer and more secure.
As global experts in cyber security and risk mitigation, NCC Group is trusted
by over 14,000 customers to protect their most critical assets from the everchanging threat landscape.
With the company's knowledge, experience, and investment in research and
innovation, it is best placed to help organisations assess, develop and
manage their cyber resilience posture.
With circa 2,000 colleagues in 12 countries, NCC Group has a significant
market presence in North America, Europe and the UK, and a rapidly growing
footprint in Asia Pacific with offices in Australia, Japan and Singapore.
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